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For some time now, the Government of Nepal has been working on Agricultural Development Strategy 
(ADS). This is likely to follow the path of the previous policies which followed high input agriculture but 
failed to adequately embrace the unique socio-ecological features of Nepal. Nepal needs an appropriately 
framed agricultural policy that is owned and supported by wider stakeholders in order to be able to 
generate required momentum for agriculture development.  However, the ADS process and its content 
have been monopolised by a small group of techno-bureaucrats and are likely to reproduce inappropriate 
agriculture framework and strategies by acting on the influence of multinational corporate interests. 
Therefore, opening up the ADS process to wider stakeholders and allowing them the opportunity to 
understand and influence the process would help designing a more realistic and workable policy and 
strategy. This talk will highlight how the ADS process has been flawed and the experience of recent civic 
engagements on the same. 
 
Dr Krishna P Paudel is a founding member of ForestAction Nepal, currently active in research and advocacy 
on food and sustainable agriculture. He has a PhD from Reading University, UK. He is actively engaged in 
lobbying for development of appropriate agriculture framework. He has more than 20 years experience in 
sustainable development and local livelihoods. He also has strong background in the design, analysis, 
presentation and advocacy of the policy research in natural resources sector and has extensive experience 
in participatory learning and action approach to development. He has authored/coauthored a number of 
research papers and other related publications. 
 

About the Series 
The Policy Discussion Series is an initiative of Martin Chautari and the Southasia Institute of Advanced Studies (SIAS) 

under the aegis of Nepal Policy Research Network (NPRN). It aims to nurture a “community of practice” 
around public policy in Nepal, by bringing together experienced and emerging public policy scholars 

and practitioners to share their research insights and experiences with a larger audience. 
With this Series, we seek to stimulate debates on contemporary public policy issues, 

policy research methodologies, and institutions that create policy knowledge. 
The Series is also a forum for the sharing of findings of policy‐related research. 
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